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Influence of Angle Ply Orientation on the Flexural Strength of Basalt and
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Hybrid Composites
Ali Nawaz Mengal*†, Saravanan Karuppanan*

ABSTRACT: In this paper the influence of fiber orientation of basalt and carbon inter-ply fabrics on the flexural
properties of hybrid composite laminates was experimentally investigated. Four types of basalt/carbon/epoxy inter-ply
hybrid composite laminates with varying angle ply orientation of reinforced basalt fiber and fixed orientation of
carbon fiber were fabricated using hand lay-up technique. Three point bending test was performed according to
ASTM 7264. The fracture surface analysis was carried out by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The results
obtained from the four laminates were compared. Lay-up pattern of [0B/+30B/-30B/0C]S exhibits the best properties
in terms of flexural strength and flexural modulus. Scanning electron microscopy results on the fracture surface
showed that the interfacial de-bonding between the fibers and epoxy resin is a dominant fracture mode for all fiber
lay-up schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid composite materials are produced by combining two
or more different reinforced materials in a single matrix [1].
By this combination it would be possible to fabricate a new
material structure with more attractive and additional properties, whilst diminishing their disadvantages [2].
In recent years there has been a great interest in hybrid
materials, particularly with the combination of basalt fiber and
carbon fiber. Basalt fiber has received increasing attention as a
new comer to fiber reinforced polymers on the basis of its
superior mechanical properties [3]. Some researchers claim
that basalt fiber has good potential to provide benefits that are
superior to glass fiber, and significantly cost effective to carbon
fiber. Mingchao et al. [4] investigated the mechanical properties of basalt fiber reinforced plastic. They concluded that the
interface formed between basalt fiber reinforced plastic and
epoxy resin is better than glass fiber reinforced plastic. Czigany
et al. [5] examined the basalt fiber as a reinforcement of polymer composites. They claimed that basalt fiber due to its outstanding mechanical properties can be an alternative to glass

fiber. Khalili et al. [6] presented an experimental investigation
on mechanical behavior of basalt fiber reinforced composite
under tensile and bending loads. The results revealed that
basalt fibers can be successfully used instead of glass fibers in
fiber composite manufacturing. Basalt fiber has high tensile
strength, modulus, rupture strength, good range of thermal
performance, good chemical resistance, superior electromagnetic properties, good resistance to vibration, high compressive strength, and better strain to failure, inexpensive,
environmentally and ecologically harmless.
Carbon fiber provides very high strength, stiffness and
modulus of elasticity among all the fibers [7]. Due to its superior properties, carbon fiber composites have been widely used
in various sectors of engineering technology such as for aircraft, wind turbine blades, construction, ships, automobile and
sporting goods. However, they are more brittle, have low damage tolerance and expensive to manufacture. Due to their high
cost carbon fibers has limited prospects of mass application
[8]. To overcome these drawbacks of carbon fiber, hybrid
composites with two types of fibers are most useful and cost
effective. With hybridization it is possible to design a new
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composite material system to best suit the requirements. Combining basalt fiber with carbon fiber are the most advanced
and exciting area of hybrid technologies. Many studies have
been carried out to investigate the mechanical behavior of
basalt fiber and to understand its cooperation with other reinforced materials [9]. Subagia et al. [10] investigated the stacking sequence effect on flexural properties of basalt carbon
hybrid composite. They presented that the strength of basalt
carbon hybrid composite improved by appropriate variation in
the staking sequence of hybrid composites. However, very few
research has been done on basalt/carbon hybrid composites
[11]. In particular, the effect of angle-ply fiber orientation of
basalt carbon hybrid composites has not been investigated.
The objective of this work was to evaluate the influence of
angle ply orientation on the flexural strength of basalt and carbon fiber reinforced hybrid composite. For this purpose,
hybrid composite reinforced with basalt fiber and carbon fiber
were prepared by hand lay-up technique. The angle ply orientation of carbon fiber was fixed at 0°, and the angle ply orientation of basalt fiber was varied with +25°/-25°, +30°/-30°,
+45°/-45° and +60°/-60°. Three point bending test was carried
out to investigate the effect of angle ply orientation on the flexural strength of basalt carbon hybrid composite. After the flexural test, fractured surfaces of hybrid composites were
examined by using scanning electron microscope (SEM).

2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Materials
Basalt fiber (300 g/m2) and carbon fiber (300 g/m2) was supplied by Suretex Composite International China. The epoxy
used was epocast and the curing agent was amine based epoharden. Both epocast and epoharden was supplied by Portal
Trading Malaysia. The properties of unidirectional fabrics and
epoxy resin are given in Table 1.
2.2 Specimen preparation
The samples of hybrid composite laminates with varying
orientation of reinforced fibers were fabricated by the hand

Table 2a. Specimen characteristics for flexural test
Laminate code

Stacking
sequence

Fiber orientation

H1

B3C2B3

(0B/+25B/-25B/0C)S

H2

B3C2B3

(0B/+30B/-30B/0C)S

H3

B3C2B3

(0B/+45B/-45B/0C)S

H4

B3C2B3

(0B/+60B/-60B/0C)S

Table 2b. Specimen dimensions for flexural test
Laminate
code

Thickness Total length Span length
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)

Width
(mm)

H1

2.4

100

76.8

13

H2

2.4

100

76.8

13

H3

2.4

100

76.8

13

H4

2.4

100

76.8

13

lay-up method. All hybrid composites were prepared by
impregnating each fabric with a matrix made of epoxy resin
mixed with a curing agent (2:1 by weight) by hand roller. After
that a curing stage under room temperature was performed
for 24 hours before release. A total of 20 specimens, 5 of each
orientation was cut in to the required shape and size as per the
ASTM 7264 test standards. Each specimen is composed of 8
layers of basalt and carbon fabric. The quasi-isotropic stacking
sequence, fiber orientation and specimen dimensions are summarized in Table 2a and 2b. The composite specimen is shown
in Fig. 1. The fiber volume fraction of the composite was 33%.
2.3 Test procedure
The test was performed in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia.
Flexural test was carried out in a servo controlled UTM
machine according to ASTM D7264 in a three point bending
mode (Fig. 2). The crosshead speed was maintained at 1 mm/
min at a span to depth ratio of 32:1. Five rectangular specimens (Fig. 1) for each stacking sequence were tested. The
tested specimens were examined and analyzed through scan-

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of fibers and matrix
Properties
Fabric weight (g/m²)
Fabric thickness (mm)

Carbon
fiber

300

300

Epoxy

0.2±0.02 0.2±0.02

Mono filament diameter (μm)
o

Epocast viscosity (cps, 30 C)
o

Hardner viscosity (cps, 30 C)
Hardness

Basalt
fiber

13

7
750 ± 15
1500 ±2
Shore D80±1

Flexural strength (MPa)

89.63

Flexural modulus (MPa)

3554

Fig. 1. Basalt carbon hybrid composite specimen with different
orientations
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In the above equation L, b, h, m and Pmax represent the support span, width of the specimen, depth of the specimen, initial slope of the stress strain curve and maximum flexural load
respectively. The scatter results and the stress-strain curves of
basalt carbon hybrid composite specimen are shown in Fig. 3
and 4, respectively. On the basis of data presented in Fig. 3 it
can be seen that hybrid composite laminates (H1, H2, H3, H4)
with different orientations exhibit almost linear characteristics
before reaching the maximum applied load. All the hybrid
composites with different the angle ply orientation of basalt
fiber showed differences in the resulting properties of the
Fig. 2. Test specimen in three point bending mode

ning electron microscope for failure of fibers and matrix.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Flexural properties
Basalt and carbon fiber reinforced plastic specimens were
subjected to flexural loading and tested till failure. The
reported data consists of the mean values of five tests for each
orientation. The flexural strength and flexural modulus were
determined using the following equations.

Flexural strength (σf ) = 3PmaxL / 2bh2
Flexural modulus (Ef ) = L3m / 4bh3

(1)
(2)

Fig. 4. Stress-strain curves for basalt carbon inter-ply hybrid
composites with different angle ply orientation

Fig. 3. Experimental scatter curves for basalt carbon inter-ply hybrid composites with different angle ply orientation
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basalt/carbon hybrid composite laminates. When the fiber
angle was increased from 25° to 30°, there was an increase in
flexural strength. As the fiber angle was further increased
towards 60°, there was a decrease in flexural strength. It is
obvious according to Fig. 3 that H2 with (0B/+30B/-30B/0C)S
orientation showed significant superior flexural strength and
stiffer behavior than other orientations. A better interfacial
adhesion between the basalt and carbon fibers was found in
H2 as compared to H1. The strong mechanical interlocking
through the fibers restricted the shrinkage behavior of the
overall composite material in H2. Furthermore, the flexural
strength of basalt carbon hybrid composites decreased when
the angle increased towards 45° and 60°, which results from

the decline of stress transfer from the matrix to basalt and carbon fibers. In the case of H1 and H4, both hybrid composite
laminates showed the same strain at failure, however, flexural
strength of H1 was higher. The strength of H3 was better than
H4. It was found that all the composite specimens showed

Fig. 5. Average flexural strength for basalt carbon inter-ply
hybrid composites with different angle ply orientation

Fig. 6. Average flexural modulus for basalt carbon inter-ply
hybrid composites with different angle ply orientation
Table 3. Flexural properties of basalt carbon hybrid composite
laminates
Laminate code

Average flexural
strength (MPa)

Average flexural
modulus (GPa)

H1

299

18

H2

342

22

H3

292

13

H4

258

17

Fig. 7. SEM images of the cross-section of the fractured surfaces
of basalt carbon hybrid composites with different angle
ply orientation
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good ductility with basalt fiber on both compression and tension sides. Fig. 5 and 6 compare the flexural strength and flexural modulus of H1, H2, H3 and H4. The figures also show the
influence of fiber orientation on basalt carbon hybrid composites. Calculated data for flexural properties are given in
Table 3.
3.2 Scanning electron microscopic analysis
Scanning electron microscopic observations were made on
the fractured surface of flexural test specimens. The SEM was
used to analyze the fracture mechanism and evaluate the adhesion between layers due to fiber orientation. Fig. 7 shows the
SEM images of fractured test specimen. The SEM observations
revealed fiber pull outs, breakage and formation of voids in
both basalt and carbon fibers, which were not totally filled
with epoxy matrix. Fig. 7a and a’ show some evidence of fiber
pull-outs and voids that were not totally filled with epoxy
matrix, which could explain the lower strength of H1 compared to H2. The hybrid composite H2 with fiber orientation
30° showed excellent flexural strength and modulus. It can be
clearly seen (Fig. 7b and b’) that the fiber filaments were fully
covered with epoxy resin in H2. There is no separation of the
fibers from the matrix and a very good interaction between
the components can be inferred from the image. The outermost basalt fiber layers in H3 showed de-bonding and delamination (Fig. 7c) while matrix and carbon fiber cracks are
nucleated in the central 45° basalt plies and 0° carbon (7c’). In
H4 (Fig. 7d and d’), de-bonding and matrix cracking were the
common occurrences. All angle ply hybrid specimens showed
good ductility as basalt fiber layers were located on the outer
side. In all specimens major bending failure happened in tensile way. Inclusion of carbon fiber with basalt fiber showed a
positive hybridization effect.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study it was found that fiber orientation has a significant effect on the flexural properties of basalt carbon
hybrid composite. This experimental study showed that the
flexural properties of laminates using the same materials, with
same stacking sequence, but with different fiber orientations
change significantly. The laminates with fiber orientation [0B/
+30B/-30B/0C]S have exhibited higher flexural strength than
the other laminates with [0B/+25B/-25B/0C]S, [0B/+45B/
-45B/0C]S and [0B/+60B/-60B/0C]S orientations. The flexural
strength of the basalt carbon hybrid composite with H2
arrangement was 12%, 14% and 24% greater than those of the
H1, H3 and H4, respectively. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis showed that the dominant failure was de-
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bonding between the fibers and epoxy. The results have clearly
shown the influence of fiber orientation on the flexural
strength of basalt carbon hybrid composite.
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